New ICD-10 Coding System May Cloud Hospital Safety (Yves Lussier, Jianrong Li and Colleen Kenost, now at the University of Arizona, are co authors)  
Infection Control Today

Study provides empirical evidence of decline in stroke incidence, mortality rates in U.S. (University of Arizona)  
News-Medical.net

UA may close campus and suspend classes Wednesday  
Arizona Daily Star  
Arizona Daily Wildcat

"'Never Settle' sets UA's course for innovation, impact  
Arizona Daily Star

The untold success story of Arizona's universities  
Arizona Republic

Red Cross encourages blood donations during Liver Awareness Month (UAMC)  
Tucson News Now

1 billion bioscience project taking shape (The $1 billion Arizona Biomedical Corridor in Phoenix)  
Flinn Foundation

Changes In National Institute Of Health Funding Affects Arizona Institutions (The University of Arizona was top in the state, just shy of $75 million)  
KJZZ

CBS Sports' James Brown: 'More than 3 women per day' are killed by their partner (Mary Koss, University of Arizona public health professor)  
PolitiFact

Phoenix Children's Hospital adds insurance counselors (Dr. Daniel Derksen, director of the University of Arizona's Center for Rural Health)  
Arizona Republic
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All-New Episodes of “STEM Journals” with Host Geoff Notkin Airing Now (human from cardiac arrest at the University of Arizona College of Medicine)
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